World War II
from the · Battlefield
Jennifer Holik looks at ·retracing service history through daily
and monthly reports
orld War II service encompasses more than
the _contents of the Official Military Personr_ielFile (OMPF.) This file is a main component of
· establishing military service, but it is not the end all
be all for research. As many Army, Air Corps, and
National Guard veterans and researchers have discovered, the file may not even exist.
Over the last several months, I wrote about all
the branches and explained how to start your
research. Once the OMPF is obtained, where possible, and the Individual Deceased Personnel File
(IDPF) is . secured if your soldier was Killed In

W

Action, it is time to delve into records created
beyond the individual. These re,cords will add to
your timeline of service and create a fuller picture
of what a soldier, sailor, or Marine endured during
service.
The records described in this article are only the
tip of the iceberg of what is available at the
National Personnel Records Center in St. Louis
and National Archives in College Park, Maryland.
They are however, the next step in adding to your
soldier's timeline of service and piecing together
a complete history.

Army and Air Corps Monthly Personne·I Rosters and Morning Reports
Prior to Company Morning Reports, the Army and Air Corps
had Monthly Personnel Rosters.
These documents were created at
the beginning of each month at
the company level. These records
exist
through
approximately
mid-1943. The remaining rosters
through the late 1940s were
destroyed after the Fire in 1973. ·
MonthlyPersonnelRosters
usuallylisted:
• Name of the soldier or airman
• Serial number/Service number
• Date of the report
• Location of the unit
• MOS or job code

Record Location:National Personnel
RecordsCenter, St. Louis,MO.
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Monthly Personnel Roster dated March 1942 for the 1Zst Quartermaster Battalion stationed
at Ft. Dix, New Jersey. (Author's collection)
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Company Morning Reports
were another record set created
to track a Company's location,
personnel, and changes in rank
and MOS. These are seen starting in mid-1943 and first appeared in handwritten format
and later on typewritten forms.
You must kpow a soldier's unit
down to the company level
to have these records searched.
To search, visit NPRC in
St. Louis or hire a researcher. I
recommend
Norm Richards
who can be contacted by email:
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A Company Morning Report
often lists:
• Name of the soldier or airman
• Serial number /Service number
• Date of the report
• Location of the unit with map
codes if they are overseas
• MOS or job code
• Changes in rank
• Changes in a soldier's status
(this means a healthy soldier
to wounded, Missing, Prisoner,
or Killed In Action .)
• Documents when a soldier
enters or exits a company . .
Often the clerk would indicate
from where or to where a
soldier was going so you can
continue to trace service
history.
• Strength of a unit in men and
indicated numbers of men lost.
• Record of events for each day .
Sometimes this was completed
and sometimes not .

Record Location:National
PersonnelRecordsCenter,
St. Louis,MO.

In addition to learning about
the individuals in a company,
the companies were required to
report numbers of men at each
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Morning Report for I Company 504th Parachute Infantry Regiment 82nd Airborne dated 30
September 1944. (Author's Collection)

meal, which provided information to the Army, who then was
able to provide food and appropriate supplies for the soldiers.
These numbers also alerted
headquarters when the ranks
were depleted and replacements
were needed.

liJiitiiAllii41
Is your soldier really where you
think he is? The month of September, I Company 504th PIRis listed
as being in England, even though
they dropped into Holland for
Operation Market Garden. The
Morning Reports do not indicate
this until the end of the month with
a note. Pay attention to all the
details to create an accurate
timeline of service.
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Monthly Personnel Rosters
and Morning Reports are useful
because they can help you track
a soldier's service from start to
finish, as long as the company
clerk included all the details of
the entrance and exit of a soldier, showing where he came
from, and where he was going.
Not all company clerks did
this or had the time to do this.
For example, consider the chaos
of D-Day, 6 June 1944 , and the
days following. Also · consider
the length of time it took to get
information up the line to the
man typing the reports. Everything was chaotic as men were
moving from place to place.
Some were separated from their
units, and many more had been
killed.
www.yourgenealogytoday
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41lilll1I
Whenyou searchfor yoursoldier
on a MorningReport,you will not
alwaysfind him,and the event like
Missingin Action,on the date you
thinkyou will. It could have been
reportedseveraldays later.

Army Air Force Accident
Reports and Missing Air
Crew Reports
Two record sets created specifically for the Army Air Corps are
the Air Force Accident Reports
and the Missing Air Crew Reports (MACRs). These reports
may appear to be similar , but
they are used for different purposes.
Air Force Accident Reports
were created for operational accidents, not aircraft that crashed
due to combat damage. The
accident did not always result in
the death of the pilot or crew.
Main components of an Air
Force Accident Report include :
• Report of Accident.
Thiscontained the main
pieces of information which
included:
- Names of all crew on board,
along with rank and. seNice
number
- Type of plane flown.
- Missionor training run
information
- Number of hours flown in that
type of aircraft or in general
- Location of crash
- Location of base from which .
aircraft departed

• Descriptionof Accident and
WitnessReports

Depending
on the circumstances of the accident, there
may or may not be witnesses to
report on what occurred. The
War Department conducted full
YourGenealogyToda
y
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The testimony regarding the air crash of Robert Brouk in Orlando , FL 19 December 1942 .
(Author 's photo)

investigations into the crashes.
Some reports contain pages of
testimony about why the crash
occurred, secret equipment on
the planes, and the final determination of the cause
• Photographs and Maps

Accident reports often contain
graphic crash scene footage of
the plane and maps of the surrounding area .· Because these
reports were microfilmed, photographs and rriaps often appear
dark and grainy.
Officials
studied the terrain, elevation,
obstacles
(buildings,
trees,
mountains , etc .) that may have
contributed
to the accident .
Diagrams exist, in some cases,
for the spread of wreckage.
• Summary of Investigation

A description of the accident
with a summary will be included in these reports. The re- ·
port will describe the crash, list
those involved,
when and
where it occurred, summarize
the information in the entire report, and often provide recommendations for the pilot or crew
and Air Corps.
March/April
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Air ForceAccident Reportswere
created for accidentsin the United
States,althoughsomeexistfor
accidentsin England.

RecordLocation:National
Archives,College Park,MD
and also available throug~
AviationArchaeologyat
www.aviationarchaeology.com

·

Missing Air Crew Reports
(MACRs)
MACR's were created in mid~
1943 and primarily covered
combat losses, but sometimes
exist for aircraft that went missing on operational flights overseas. These reports were filed
within 48 hours of a plane
going missing, unless the crew
made it back to friendly lines
before 48 hours had elapsed.
MACRs often provide many
clues to help you continue the
research on your pilot or crew
m~mber. You can explore the
mission they flew, the area over
which .they crashed, how their
remains were recovered (or not),
and the unit to which they
belonged .
www .yourgenealogytoday.com
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Only the Army Air Forcesusedthese.reports,and you
will not find MACRsfor Navy or Marine aviators.Reports
of thosemissingfrom the Navy and Marine Corpsare
found in MissionReports.Make sureto obtain the IDPF
for the crew member if he perishedin a crash.
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Main Components of a MACR include:
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• The Missing Air Crew R·eport .
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This document .contains the name, rank, unit,
and service number of crew members, location
within the plane or bomber of each crew member, destination _of the plane, and location of the
crash or approximate location the plane went
missing. The type of aircraft, equipment with
service numbers on board, and details about
the mission and crash or loss status are also
included .
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MACRsnot only document fighter pilots or bombing
crews, but also hospital planes or troop transports, .
which may have carried personnel in other branches
of the military. If your soldier was declare~ MIA due
to an air crash, regardlessof branch, this is one
record you should seek. In addition, MACRswere digitized by Fold3.com and exist as individual images.
Most reports are 15+pages long and some range up

. ll,

--------

German documents and translations of those
documents may be included in the MACR. The
Germans documented the planes they shot
down, number of crew killed or captured, and
credited those losses to a specific unit within the
German Army. These reports may provide additional details to assist in locating buried airmen.
• Maps/Diagrams

Maps or diagrams may be found within the file,
showing the formation , of a bomber group in
relation to what happened to the lost plane(s) . .
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Record Location: National Archives, College Park,
MD and through Aviation Archaeology at

www.aviationarchaeology.com.
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Missing planes · did not always carry only Air
Corps personnel. Hospital planes and troop
transport planes were also lost.
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• Additional Personnel Onboard
- Non-Army Air Corps Personnel
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MACR documenting an Army hospital transport plane that went
missing in 7945. These pages list the crew and patients on board.
(Author's collection)

Available online at Fold3.com
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Navy and Marine Corps
Muster Rolls
Muster Rolls are similar to Army
Morning Reports in the way
they document · men entering
and exiting a unit, provide rank
and status changes, and some- ·
times the location of the unit or
in the case of Navy, a ship or
station. Unlike Morning Repo rts , which were created daily,
Muster Rolls were compiled
monthly.
Navy Muster Rolls state the
ship or station, not necessarily
where that ship or station is located. This requires a researcher .
to dive into War Diaries, Mission Reports, and Naval Deck
Logs to learn more about where
a sailor was and the duties.
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A Navy Muster Roll lists the ship or station to which men are transferred for a period of
time . Name, Rating (rank) , Service Number and sometime s other details are listed.
(Author's photo)
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When the Marines are stationed stateside, the Marine
Corps Muster Rolls provide the
specific location (camp) . Muster
Rolls for Marines stationed
overseas do ·not list the specific
location they are stationed .
The Rolls only list the unit and,
usually, "In the Field". Marine
Corps Muster Rolls do not repeat the same information for
every Marine it pertains to;
rather , it directs the reader to a
footnote. The footnotes are usually listed at the end of the re. port for each unit, and provide
information on MIA, POW, KIA,
w9unds, and transfer statuses.
In some cases, you will see an
entry with a footnote that reads

2l
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RESEARCH TIP!

MusterRollsmay containArmyunits
attachedto Navyand MarineCorps
units.If youare researching
Muster
Rolls,justas withmorningreports,it
isimportantto attemptto provide
the unitdownto the lowestechelon
possible.
Forexample,BCo.,
IstBattalion,
2ndMarinesfor 1945'.
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Section of a Muster Roll showing the death of Pvt. William Cowart, KIA 20 November 1943
on Tarawa. (Author 's collection)

'"Sent under separate attachment" . In this case , you will
need to search unit records for
more information.
RESEARCH TIP!

Thebestway to discoverwherethey
werestationedor foughtisthrough
servicerecordsand unithistories.
Record Location: National
Archives, College Park, MDand
online at Ancestry.com.

Additional Resources for
Battlefield Records
There are too many record sets
available to list them all in one
article or even a book . Within
unit records for all branches at
Nati,onal Archives in College
Park, Maryland, there are some
additional resources you should
explore. Each of these additional record sets often serve
March/April
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multiple purposes, but the main
reason you might seek them out
is listed here.
• General Orders
These records accomplished many
things, but researchers often use
them to locate the authorization of
awards and citations.
RecordLocation:National Archives,
College Park, MD
• Special Orders
These are helpful when information
is lacking in Morning Reports to
trace the movement of your soldier.
Record Location:National Archives,
College Park,MD
• After Action Reports (Army)
After Action Reports (AARs) document a Division or Unit within · a
Division for the period of one
month . The reports may not list individual soldiers, but will document
where the unit was; what combat
and enemy engagement
was
www.yourgenea logytoday.com
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seen, and provide statistics on materials used, lost
and acquired over the month .
RecordLocation:National Archives,College Park, MD

SUBSCRIBER INFOR MATION

• MissionReports(Marines)
Similar to AARs, these reports help place a Marine's
service into greater context by providing battle
locations and details. Often they will provide
additional support areas such as Army or Navy
attachments and their histories as they relate to a
battle or area of engagement.
RecordLocation:National Archives,College Park, MD
and also may be available on Fold3.com

• Naval War Diaries
War diaries were kept by ship Captains or Commanders, someone in charge . These documented
daily life on the ship, enemy engagement, and information about units attached to the ship during
service. You may find information on your Army or
Marine Corps unit within these records.
Record Location:National Archives, College Park, MD,
Naval Historyand Heritage Command, and possibly
on Fold3.com

• Naval Deck Logs
Similar to a war diary, these documented all the
watches and conditions set on a ship during a
voyage . Altercations between crew members was
documented as was engagement with the enemy.
Theserecords will list sailors coming onto a ship and
Naval Armed Guard units with a roster.
RecordLocation:National Archives,College Park, MD
and Naval Historyand Heritage Command

• Air Force Award Cards
These index cards are held at the National Personnel
Records Center in St. Louis and contain information
on awards given to Airmen during the war.
RecordLocation:National PersonnelRecordsCenter,
St. Louis,MO.

For more information on records available,
please visit my World War II Research and Writing Center at wwiiresearchandwritingc enter.com
· and pick up my books Stories from the World
War II Battlefield featured on my website. IJx(])X1
JENNIFERHOUK
is a Chicago-based genealogist and
military historian specializing in
World War II US records, research,
and writing .
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